
Naming Conventions 
 
We will be dividing the materials/textures and prefabs/models by style of environment; i.e. 
Metamorphosis (met_) or Intelligentsia (int_) 

Naming conventions no longer require the episode prefix (m10, m20, etc.) unless the asset is 
scene specific (such as a scene or unique prop). This is ideal for newcomers who have no way 
of knowing which episode prefix has the content they are seeking. 

If the asset is not environment specific (e.g. debris, vegetation) it will not require an 
environment prefix of met_ or int_ 

 

For example, the material ”m10_lib_wall_a_01” will be renamed ”met_wall_a_01” 

Wherein:  

• ”met” is denoting a metamorphosis environment 
• “wall” is denoting the object type 
• “_a” is denoting the category of wall 
• “_01” is simple enumeration to allow for other similar materials/prefabs to 

be grouped together 

 

As usual, all prefab and model names should match the naming convention of their respective 
materials and textures:  

For example, the prefab “met_wall_a_01” would use the mesh name of “met_wall_a_01” and have 

the material “met_wall_a_01” assigned to it.  

 

This brings us to prefab nomenclature. If a prefab has different variations, such as a wall with 
multiple sizes, that information will be found right after the category: 

For example, the prefab “met_wall_a_01” has a 1-meter version, as well as a 2-meter version. 
They would be named “met_wall_1m_a_01” and “met_wall_2m_a_01” respectively.  Most 
prefabs don’t require the dimensions in the name, however, structural elements such as 
columns, pillars, walls, girders etc. greatly benefit from the immediate information. 

 



Naming Conventions 
 
If a variation of this material/prefab is needed we would append that information to the end 
of the name: 

For example, if we wanted to create a darker version of the material “met_wall_a_01” we would call it 
“met_wall_a_01_dark”.   

You may be asking, why not just call it “met_wall_b_01”?  Well that is because we are 
reserving category letters for completely different types of styles. Naming in this fashion will 
allow artists to find relevant content, faster. 

Let’s look at a couple more examples: 

If we create 5 benches, and one bench has a hue-shifted blue version, and a double-
wide version, and a double-wide red version, how would they all be named?  

Let’s start with the bench types: 

“int_bench_a_01” is a standard intelligentsia bench with no backrest 

“int_bench_a_01_blue” is the same bench with a blue hue shift 

“int_bench_b_01” is an intelligentsia bench with a backrest 

“int_bench_b_02” is the same bench with a backrest but it’s twice as long 

“int_bench_b_02_red” is twice as long and hue-shifted to red 

Determining if the object should use enumeration “_01, _02” or dimensions “_1m, _2m” is 
entirely up to the artist’s judgment. However, when possible prop prefabs should use 
enumeration and structural prefabs should use dimensions. 

ALL NAMES SHOULD BE LOWERCASE 

Use your best judgment and communicate with each other!  

 

 

 

 


